Do you know what these Chinese characters mean?

中国

The letters A, B and C on the map are large cities.

Do you know which is Beijing, Shanghai and Chengdu?

北京- Beijing means north capital

上海- Shanghai means on the sea

成都- Chengdu means to become a city

江 jìāng means river

Look for provinces with ‘jiang’ as part of the name.

川 chuān is another character for river

Four pandas in the wild are mostly found in a province meaning ‘4 rivers’. I wonder if you can work out the Chinese name of this province.

Try to find it on the map.
Which is the flag of China?

A. 🇻🇳
B. 🇨🇳
C. 🇹🇷

What is the population of China?

A. 1.3 billion
B. 1.3 million
C. 130,000